2021 Electric Drive Engines

GREEN BOATING
PERFECTION
Welcome to the inspiring world of electric
drives, where environmental friendliness
and the joy of boating come together. With
a Yamaha Electric Drive, you can venture out
on the water and make the most of your day
in a thoroughly safe, modern, and clean way.

Ranging from our freshwater series to the
brand new saltwater models, our Electric
Drive line-up is both easy to handle and
comfortable to use: with zero fuel leaks, it
avoids all significant pollutant emissions
and keeps an extremely low noise level at

all times. In addition, Yamaha Electric Drives
offer a wonderful set of features ideal for
small boats, making them the quintessential
choice for eco-minded boating.

The Yamaha
Difference

The science of innovation
A key factor in the creation of The Yamaha
Difference is our dedication to technical
innovation. We’ve pioneered many worldfirst engineering developments, from
revolutionary engine layouts to ingenious
intake and exhaust systems – and given
the world its very first line-up of clean,
economical, reliable 4-stroke outboards.

Reliable, practical
technology
Easy starting, smooth power and utter
dependability are just some of the attributes
that have earned our smaller engines their
worldwide reputation. These portables are
packed with the latest technology and truly
practical features, but here the emphasis is
on making life easy – and fun – for people
who like to explore the water in small boats,
or for whom a reliable, portable power
source is simply a daily essential.

Choice without compromise
Our pioneering work on clean-burn
technologies set new standards without
compromising power and performance,
so our outboards are now faster, quieter
and more economical than ever - and only
Yamaha offers you so much choice.

Freshwater Series
When you reach back for your transom mount
motor, you are taking matters into your own
hands. You need instant responsiveness, easy
control, unyielding toughness, and a reliable
motor that you can count on for years. In other
words, you need a Yamaha.

Saltwater Series
Salt water is relentless if your gear is not up
to the task. We know saltwater inside out, and
our MS series motors are specifically built for
every second of it. Tons of technologies come
together in a combination of relentless power
and purpose-built design that stops saltwater
corrosion before it ever starts.

Powerful

M32 / M26 / M20
A Yamaha Electric Drive is the most convenient, environment-friendly way
to power a small boat.
You can put your Yamaha in the water with an easy thumb release – then
take it out and stow it with one hand. In between, get more out of a
transom-mount motor than you thought possible with an arsenal of
features that put you in control.

M32 / M26 / M20

It’s built tough too, with a permanent magnet motor, damage-resistant
casing parts and coatings, and a special composite drive shaft that won’t
bend, break or corrode in normal use. A power propeller maximises thrust
and resists trailing weeds and other underwater debris.

One-Hand Stow

Quick Lock Cam Depth Adjuster

Twist-on hand control

Versatile steering tension control

Just pull up on the motor to bring it in, and deploy
it into any of ten positions with an easy-access
thumb release.

Change depths simply and securely, then lock the
M20-M26-M32 in tight.

Benefit from an enhanced level of versatility with
the Tilt/Extend Tiller handle. Offering tilt up to
45°, and extension up to 15cm, it’s easy to adjust
to any situation or style of fishing. All models also
feature a comfortable contoured grip.

An innovative collar above the engine mount
makes it easy to adjust steering tension to the
level you prefer. Keep it loose for effortless
steering, or tighten it down to keep the engine
more firmly in place, allowing for a ‘stiffer’
steering feel - or for stability when stowing the
engine away.

Durable

MS20 - Saltwater
We know saltwater because we live it, and the MS20 is specifically built
for every second of it. Tons of technologies, relentless power, and
purpose-built design that stops saltwater corrosion before it ever starts.

MS20

Built with an intuitive, easy-to-use design, this MS20 model delivers 20.4
kg of power and precision maneuverability. With the battery-extending
power of Digital Maximizer and unmatched corrosion protection, MS20
means fish are out of places to hide.
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Lever Lock Bracket

Fully Encapsulated Electronics

Digital Maximizer™

Advanced Corrosion Protection

This solid 10-position bracket features a quickrelease lever lock and reinforced composite
material that resists flexing, warping, and UV
damage.

MS series control boards and circuitry are
protected by a layer of marine-grade urethane.
And all electrical connections are sealed with
liquid-tight heat shrink tubing to keep saltwater
out, no matter what.

Yamaha motors equipped with Digital Maximizer™
provide up to 5 times longer run times on a single
battery charge. These variable-speed trolling
motors let you dial in your exact speed, and they
deliver only as much power as you need, helping
to conserve your battery for a full day of fishing.

Advanced Corrosion Protection: MS series lower
unit housings are grit-blasted, then coated in
aluminum to prevent oxidization and rust. Then,
a final layer of powder coat paint provides the
ultimate protection.

Easy

MX18
Durable, reliable, hard-working transom-mount electrical motor.
The Yamaha MX model is durable, reliable, hard-working transom-mount
electrical motor. The model draw only as much power as you need, so it
doesn’t waste any energy.

MX18

Yamaha Electric Drives are trusted worldwide as the most durable,
reliable, hard-working transom-mount electrical motor on the water. And
the MX model takes that legacy to a new level, Digital Maximizer™: to
help the motor run up to five times longer on a single charge.

Lever Lock Bracket

Telescoping Tiller

Digital Maximizer™

Push-to-Test Battery Meter

This solid 10-position bracket features a quickrelease lever lock and reinforced composite
material that resists flexing, warping, and UV
damage.

Get easy, comfortable, intuitive operation of your
motor with the 15 cm telescoping tiller.

Yamaha motors equipped with Digital Maximizer™
provide up to 5 times longer run times on a single
battery charge. These variable-speed trolling
motors let you dial in your exact speed, and they
deliver only as much power as you need, helping
to conserve your battery for a full day of fishing.

Press a button on the trolling motor head to get
an instant status of battery life you have left.

Quiet

M18 / M12
A Yamaha Electric Drive is the most convenient, environment-friendly way
to power a small boat - and you may be surprised just how powerful it is.
Incredibly simple and quiet to use, these compact 12-Volt units have
adjustable brackets for quick, easy fitting, so you can go straight out,
switch on and have fun. They are very easy to control, with a conveniently
positioned tiller and a comfortable handgrip.

M18 / M12

They’re built tough too, with permanent magnet motors, damageresistant casings and coatings, and special composite drive shafts that
won’t bend, break or corrode in normal use. A power propeller maximises
thrust and resists trailing weeds and other underwater debris.

Indestructible composite shaft

Smooth, cool and quiet power

Power Props

A really tough little power partner

Our ultra-high-yield composite shafts are stronger
then steel, virtually indestructible and flex on
impact, before returning to their original position.
They won’t kink, break, rust or corrode.

The extra large windings and commutators
dissipate heat, resulting in cooler operation,
extended battery power and longer motor life,
while the unique bearing system reduces friction
to cut fish-spooking noise. You’ll be so quiet,
they’ll never hear you coming.

Delivers extra power to push through heavy
vegetation.

As well as its nearly indestructible composite
shaft, the great little M12 and M18 outboards are
tough in every other sense too – from their hardworking, permanent magnet 12-Volt motor and
its hard-wearing, weed-resistant power propeller
right down to its hard-to-damage casing. In short,
they go where you go. With no drama.

Specifications

M32

M26

M20

MS20

MX18

M18

M12

Mount feature

One-hand Stow

One-hand Stow

One-hand Stow

Lever lock Bracket

Lever lock

Lever lock

Lever lock

Control

Tilt/Extend Tiller

Tilt/Extend Tiller

Tilt/Extend Tiller

Telescoping Tiller

Telescoping Tiller

Telescoping Tiller

Telescoping Tiller

Max. Thrust (kg)

31,8

25

20,4

20,4

18,2

18,2

13,6

Voltage

24

12

12

12

12

12

12

Speeds (FWD/REV)

Variable

Variable

5 FWD/3 REV

Variable

Variable

5 FWD/3 REV

5 FWD/3 REV

Digital Maximizer

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Shaft Lenght

1067 mm

914 mm

914 mm

914 mm

914 mm

914 mm

762 mm

Battery meter

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Max. Amp. Draw

42

50

42

42

42

42

30

Series

Freshwater

Freshwater

Freshwater

Saltwater

Freshwater

Freshwater

Freshwater

Some features shown may not apply to all engines. Please check with your local dealer.
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follow us on:

Yamaha Motor Europe N.V,. fi lial Sverige
Uddvägen 7, 131 54 NACKA
Yamaha Motor Europe N.V,. fi lial Norge
Sjøskogveien 5, 1429 Vinterbro

Dealer

Yamaha Motor Danmark, filial af Yamaha Motor Europe N.V,.
C.F. Tietgens Boulevard 30, 1.th., DK-5220 Odense SØ

All information in this catalogue is given for general guidance only and is subject to change without prior notice. Photographs
may show boats being driven by professionals and no recommendation or guidance in respect of safe operation or style
of use is intended or implied by the publication of these images. Always respect the local maritime regulations. Always
wear the recommended personal floatation device and safety equipment when boating.
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